Soldering Iron - 60W (Adjustable Temperature)
TOL-14456

This adjustable-temperature soldering iron is a great tool for when you don’t want to break the bank but need a reliable iron to get the job done. Operating at 60W and 110V, this soldering iron can be adjusted to five different temperatures: 280°C, 330°C, 380°C, 430°C and 480°C. This iron is very easy to use and features an on/off switch, allowing you to keep it plugged in on your workbench stand for quick access.

Each adjustable-temperature soldering iron is equipped with a 130cm (~51") power cord that is terminated with a North American standard type B plug. Additionally, the soldering tip can be replaced with Hakko brand tips to give your new iron plenty of different options!

- Operating Voltage: 110VAC
- Wattage: 60W
- Five Adjustable Temperatures: 280°C – 480°C
- Cable Length: 130cm
- Hakko Tip Compatible
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